
"Someone passed your name 

along, saying you might be interested in helping

me locate witnesses around town. I'm meeting

with one soon. Are you in?"

Ms. Tree's assistant Will E. Finder is looking

for someone to help him lead the charge to find

the missing detective. Mr. Finder posted on

social media last night asking anyone who may

have seen Ms. Tree to come forward with any

information they may have and received a reply

almost immediately from someone who claims to

have seen Ms. Tree. Mr. Finder is now looking for

someone to help guide him in his search, as he is

not familiar with the town and is bad with

directions. Anyone who thinks they can help can

reach out to Mr. Finder. 

Monday, July 27, 2020Vol. 1 Morning EditionFREE

According to sources and Investigative Assistant

Will E. Finder, Senior Detective Ms. Tree has

gone missing while in town yesterday. The pair

are currently visiting to investigate a string of

thefts. While most items have been recovered, an

additional piece of our town has been lost.  Mr.

Finder initially reported Ms. Tree missing

earlier this morning. 

WILL E. FINDER PUTS

OUT CALL FOR HELP 

DETECTIVE MS. TREE GOES MISSING 

Can you help Will E. Finder locate Ms. Tree? 

Oil City daily

Follow the clues beginning on the next page to solve the mystery

of the missing Ms. Tree

Found a witness? Show us where! @orlalibraries

Silhouette of the missing Ms. Tree

You receive a call one morning from Will E. Finder.



A few hours later you are standing downtown with Will E. Finder and a

witness he mentioned on the phone. "Yeah, I saw someone like that. She

told me she wanted to watch her favorite sport  - asked if I could give

her directions. We were standing by a green bank sign, so I said 'Keep

heading down this road, check out all of the beautiful historic homes

lining the street, and then you'll go up the street named after the oilman

beginning with 'M'. You'll know you're almost there if you see a park."

At the location described by the first witness, you unfortunately don't see Ms. Tree, but

someone else is there. "Ms. Tree was here, but you just missed her. She said something

about researching a Civil War captain, and how she'd like to visit the park named after

him. You'll have to cross the bridge and head up the hill to find that one." 

You find the right spot but Ms. Tree is still not there. You start to wonder if the

trail has gone cold, when someone approaches to say they have also seen Ms. Tree. "I

heard her say she was thinking about all those oilmen again and found out about another

place named after one. She could see some remnants of oil history if she followed this

once railroad track to the next town, but you should probably check for her at the

start."

FOLLOW THE WITNESS TRAIL

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

 ________________________________________

What accessory is the witness here wearing: 

________________________________________

Ms. Tree walked up

a big hill, so she

probably needed to

take a rest once

she arrived.

What does the witness have on their face: 

_______________________________________

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder: 

________________________________________Ms. Tree ate lunch,

and sat at the

largest area at

this location to do

so .

There are a few

places that could be

considered the

"start." Go to the

one where you can

access the river.

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

______________________________

What color shirt is the witness here wearing:

______________________________



Finish the activity

below for your last

hint!

Once again, you find the right location but Ms. Tree is no where to be

seen. You see someone sitting nearby, and Mr. Finder approaches to ask if

they have seen Ms. Tree. "Sure did see her. She told me she saw so many

cool things around town and wanted to do some research on all the historic

names and places she saw. I told her about a big, historic building

downtown that is overflowing with knowledge she could check out." 

Match the  TV detective with the TV show they appear in. A word bank

is provided below. Take a letter from each correct response to fill in the

blanks above for your final clue! The number in parenthesis after each

blank below tells you which letter to use to fill in the blanks above.

Number 10 is done for you as an example. 

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

 ______________________________

What is Detective Ms. Tree doing here:

______________________________

Murder, She Wrote

White Collar

Elementary 

Foyle's War

Diagnosis Murder

The Mentalist

Rizzoli and Isles

Moonlighting CSI: NY

CSI: Miami

Monk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

3. Patrick Jane

4. Madelyn Hayes

8. Adrian Monk

11. Christopher Foyle

10. Jane Rizzoli

6. Jessica Fletcher

5. Sherlock Holmes

9. Dr. Mark Sloan

7. Horatio Cane

________________________________(7)1. Neal Caffrey

2. Mac Taylor _________________________________(4)

________________________________(7)

_____________________________(8)

___________________________(3)

____________________________(10)

______________________________(5)

_______________________________(3)

______________________________(1)

________________________________(5)

_________________________(7)

Rizzoli and Isles

o

Have you solved the case?



"Someone passed your name 

along, saying you might be interested in helping

me locate witnesses around town. I'm meeting

with one soon. Are you in?"

Ms. Tree's assistant Will E. Finder is looking

for someone to help him lead the charge to find

the missing detective. Mr. Finder posted on

social media last night asking anyone who may

have seen Ms. Tree to come forward with any

information they may have and received a reply

almost immediately from someone who claims to

have seen Ms. Tree. Mr. Finder is now looking for

someone to help guide him in his search, as he is

not familiar with the town and is bad with

directions. Anyone who thinks they can help can

reach out to Mr. Finder. 

Vol. 1 Morning EditionFREE

According to sources and Investigative Assistant

Will E. Finder, Senior Detective Ms. Tree has

gone missing while in town yesterday. The pair

are currently visiting to investigate a string of

thefts. While most items have been recovered, an

additional piece of our town has been lost.  Mr.

Finder initially reported Ms. Tree missing

earlier this morning. 

WILL E. FINDER PUTS

OUT CALL FOR HELP 

DETECTIVE MS. TREE GOES MISSING 

Can you help Will E. Finder locate Ms. Tree? 
Follow the clues beginning on the next page to solve the mystery

of the missing Ms. Tree

Found a witness? Show us where! @orlalibraries

Silhouette of the missing Ms. Tree

You receive a call one morning from Will E. Finder.

franklin Daily
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Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

 ________________________________________

What accessory is the witness here wearing: 

________________________________________

Ms. Tree sat down

to watch the game.

What does the witness have on their face: 

_______________________________________

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder: 

________________________________________

FOLLOW THE WITNESS TRAIL

Ms. Tree sat by the

smaller of

monuments here.

There's a pavilion

here where Ms. Tree

probably ate lunch. 

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

______________________________

What color shirt is the witness here wearing:

______________________________

You meet with Will E. Finder downtown "Yeah, I saw someone like that. She

told me she wanted to watch her favorite sport  - asked if I could give

her directions. We were standing outside of a bank with a green sign, so I

said 'Keep heading down this road, you'll cross a bridge and go up some

hills and you'll find the place named after two oilmen - one even being a

former State Representative!'"

At the location described by the first witness, Mr. Finder and you unfortunately don't see

Ms. Tree, but there is someone sitting near the clue. "Ms. Tree was here, but you just

missed her. She said something about researching local war history... I think there's a

lovely shaded, grassy area downtown that she could visit that honors veterans..."

You find the right spot but Ms. Tree is still missing. You begin to wonder if the trail

has gone cold. Someone approaches and says they have also seen Ms. Tree. "I heard her say

she was thinking about all those oilmen again, found out about another place named after

one. She could see some remnants of oil history if she followed this once railroad to the

next town, but you should probably check for her at the entrance here in town."



Finish the activity

below for your last

hint!

Once again, you find the right location but Ms. Tree is no where to be

seen. You see someone sitting nearby, and Mr. Finder approaches to ask if

they have seen Ms. Tree. "Sure did see her. She told me she saw so many

cool things around town and wanted to do some research on all the historic

names and places she saw. I told her about a big, historic building

downtown that is overflowing with knowledge she could check out." 

Match the  TV detective with the TV show they appear in. A word bank

is provided below. Take a letter from each correct response to fill in the

blanks above for your final clue! The number in parenthesis after each

blank below tells you which letter to use to fill in the blanks above.

Number 10 is done for you as an example. 

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

 ______________________________

What is Detective Ms. Tree doing here:

______________________________

Murder, She Wrote

White Collar

Elementary 

Foyle's War

Diagnosis Murder

The Mentalist

Rizzoli and Isles

Moonlighting CSI: NY

CSI: Miami

Monk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

3. Patrick Jane

4. Madelyn Hayes

8. Adrian Monk

11. Christopher Foyle

10. Jane Rizzoli

6. Jessica Fletcher

5. Sherlock Holmes

9. Dr. Mark Sloan

7. Horatio Cane

________________________________(7)1. Neal Caffrey

2. Mac Taylor _________________________________(4)

________________________________(7)

_____________________________(8)

___________________________(3)

____________________________(10)

______________________________(5)

_______________________________(3)

______________________________(1)

________________________________(5)

_________________________(7)

Rizzoli and Isles

o

Have you solved the case?



"Someone passed your name 

along, saying you might be interested in helping

me locate witnesses around town. I'm meeting

with one soon. Are you in?"

Ms. Tree's assistant Will E. Finder is looking

for someone to help him lead the charge to find

the missing detective. Mr. Finder posted on

social media last night asking anyone who may

have seen Ms. Tree to come forward with any

information they may have and received a reply

almost immediately from someone who claims to

have seen Ms. Tree. Mr. Finder is now looking for

someone to help guide him in his search, as he is

not familiar with the town and is bad with

directions. Anyone who thinks they can help can

reach out to Mr. Finder. 

Vol. 1 Morning EditionFREE

According to sources and Investigative Assistant

Will E. Finder, Senior Detective Ms. Tree has

gone missing while in town yesterday. The pair

are currently visiting to investigate a string of

thefts. While most items have been recovered, an

additional piece of our town has been lost.  Mr.

Finder initially reported Ms. Tree missing

earlier this morning. 

WILL E. FINDER PUTS

OUT CALL FOR HELP 

DETECTIVE MS. TREE GOES MISSING 

Can you help Will E. Finder locate Ms. Tree? 
Follow the clues beginning on the next page to solve the mystery

of the missing Ms. Tree

Found a witness? Show us where! @orlalibraries

Silhouette of the missing Ms. Tree

You receive a call one morning from Will E. Finder.

cooperstown daily
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Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

 ________________________________________

What accessory is the witness here wearing: 

________________________________________

What does the witness have on their face: 

_______________________________________

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder: 

________________________________________

FOLLOW THE WITNESS TRAIL

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

______________________________

What color shirt is the witness here wearing:

______________________________

You meet with Will E. Finder on the main road near a small bridge and

he's speaking with a witness. The witness says, "Yeah, I saw Ms. Tree.

She mentioned wanting to watch her favorite sport so I gave her

directions to a place here in town. If you turn on this next road, you'll

see the place."

Ms. Tree sat down to

watch the game.

At the location described by the first witness, Mr. Finder and you do not find Ms. Tree,

but you do find someone else who has seen the missing detective. "I did see her. She told

me when she was going through town early, she saw some old gas pumps she wanted to

photograph. Maybe check and see if she's still there."

The gas pumps Ms. Tree

wanted to check out do

not work anymore.

Arriving at the right place, you both see no sign of Ms. Tree. Someone approaches and

says, "You must be the ones looking for that detective. She was just here and I heard

her mention wanting to visit some older residents, some who were born over 200 years

ago! Go across the small bridge here and you should see the place."

When in doubt, check

the entrance.



Finish the activity

below for your last

hint!

Match the  TV detective with the TV show they appear in. A word bank

is provided below. Take a letter from each correct response to fill in the

blanks above for your final clue! The number in parenthesis after each

blank below tells you which letter to use to fill in the blanks above.

Number 10 is done for you as an example. 

Where did this clue lead you and Inv. Finder:

 ______________________________

What is Detective Ms. Tree doing here:

______________________________

Murder, She Wrote

White Collar

Elementary 

Foyle's War

Diagnosis Murder

The Mentalist

Rizzoli and Isles

Moonlighting CSI: NY

CSI: Miami

Monk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

3. Patrick Jane

4. Madelyn Hayes

8. Adrian Monk

11. Christopher Foyle

10. Jane Rizzoli

6. Jessica Fletcher

5. Sherlock Holmes

9. Dr. Mark Sloan

7. Horatio Cane

________________________________(7)1. Neal Caffrey

2. Mac Taylor _________________________________(4)

________________________________(7)

_____________________________(8)

___________________________(3)

____________________________(10)

______________________________(5)

_______________________________(3)

______________________________(1)

________________________________(5)

_________________________(7)

Rizzoli and Isles

o

Have you solved the case?

Once again, you find the right location but Ms. Tree is no where to be

seen. You see someone sitting nearby, and Mr. Finder approaches to ask if

they have seen Ms. Tree. "Sure did see her. She told me she saw so many

cool things around town, but she wanted to get back on the case. I told

her about a nice building in town she could finish up her research. You

should check this place out, it's overflowing with knowledge and fun!" 


